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Abstract: The online retail industry is the world's largest growing sector having a vast amount of online sales
data to promote and sell their products. However, overloaded data emerge on the customers’ side. Customers
today expect personalized, relevant information and offers based on their preferences, recent interactions, and the
latest product and support experiences. They are ready to take off their journeys with a single poor experience.
Companies cannot risk faltering or even provide a below an average interaction at any step along the entire
customer journey to affect their revenue. Effective segmentation will help to identify identical and differentiated
customers, as proper segmentation will be developed insights inform to the strategic road map which intends to
take benefit of profit-driving opportunities with each segment of customers. This could shorten the customer
purchase cycle, building customer loyalty, driving higher spend, lowering service, or deepening cross-product
and up-selling penetration and support costs. Customer segmentation will target potential customers, by
analyzing cross-selling and up-selling product bundling techniques, preferring geographic segmentation,
predicting customer lifetime value, and considering historic values for future prediction. The paper discusses
four classification algorithms that are comparatively tested to find the best fit classifier to build a personalized
recommendation system, giving the customer their personalized products. The study proposes data segmentation
modeling and optimizes classification algorithms for driving continuous e-commerce growth. Optimizing the
gained segmented values for classification to make the model more precise and accurately segment customers for
achieving more effective customer marketing through personalization, to enhance sales by boosting potential
customers.

Keywords: customer segmentation, data segmentation algorithm, e-commerce website, optimization, pattern

discovery model.

1. Introduction

Online retailers focused their marketing efforts by engaging the ordinary customer and captivating as
many site visitors to the stores as possible. Customers are getting more sophisticated in how they
navigate their shopping preferences, and online retailers are determining that one-size-fits-all
marketing approaches aren’t so effective anymore. [1]

Customer segmentation is the process of segmenting customers into categories with share similar
features. But customer segmentation is about more than matching customers with relevant product
offers. It also determines the adaption to interact with customers based on information, that online
retailers have. Identifying profitable customers and tailoring products and services to meet
customer-specific needs. Ultimately, customer segmentation is about discovering relevant shopping
experiences which frame brand loyalty [2]. This paper intends to optimize a segmentation system
using a pattern discovery model followed by an optimized classification algorithm evaluating with
performance metrics such as Accuracy, F1-measure, Recall, and Precision, for mining customer data to
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define proper and useful strategies and to develop a personalized recommendation engine for
channeling promotions and maximizing profits which helps for sustaining in a competitive
environment.

2. Literature Review

Customer Segmentation aids to decide how to relate customers of each segment to maximize the value of

an individual customer for the growth of the business in terms of revenue generation. They are several

techniques to perform customer segmentation.

Technique 1: Customer Segmentation classification using Market Basket Analysis

In this technique, Association Rules is used which acts as a business intelligence scheme to predict
future purchase decisions of the customers. Market Basket Analysis studies customer purchasing
behavior, patterns, and preferences to predict the combinations of the products. This is descriptive
model analytics in data mining. In this method, data is analyzed to determine the combinations of
products that occur together frequently, by using the Apriori algorithm. By finding the association
rules that hold basket-product relations, the list of products is quite accurate. The formulation of rules
associating pair of purchase products using support, confidence, and lift. [3]

Apriori algorithm is favorable for unsupervised learning which does not include training of a model
and thus no predictions. The algorithm is useful in cases of a large dataset to find effective
relationships between products. But, the Apriori algorithm suffers from weakness to generate a large
number of candidate sets, hence a large amount of memory space. Also discover rules are complex and
unclear tasks. [4]

Technique 2: Customer Segmentation classification using Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis in customer segmentation uses an architectural mathematical model to identify the
group of similar customers by extracting features of small variations in each group of customers.
K-means clustering is a scientific segmentation model in machine learning. This analytical
segmentation model in clustering provides dynamic clustering, practicality and, homogeneity, which
makes better customer modeling and predictive analytics. [5]

The clustering algorithms make a group of data points into distinct non-overlapping sub-groups. This
descriptive model targets customers with personalized offers and incentives to their needs, wants, and
preferences. The data determines prototypes of customers that exist inherently in the range of customer
populations. But the process does not involve any predetermined rules and thresholds. [6]

Rule-based segmentation makes data itself reveal meaningful insights that meet initial requirements
among a particular customer base being analyzed. This results in large variances in each customer
segment. It is recorded that customer behavior changes frequently, so it is insufficient to perform
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cluster analysis on segmentation only once. The number of clusters should be performed based on the
dataset. Clustering is meant for exploring data which can also serve as a data pre-processing step in
identify homogenous segments. To detect and recognize clusters accurately, consider the measure of
cluster been spherical and evenly sized to be inappropriate which may reduce the accuracy of the
result. To make the results impactful, strategies like k-means++ and k-melodies can be used along with
the elbow method. The result will be highly efficient which generates long-term customer loyalty,
increase customer value to its maximum reach and improve brand perception. [7-9]

Technique 3: Customer Segmentation classification using Pattern Discovery

Pattern Discovery model has led to several breakthroughs in customer classification and market
segmentation because it can combine higher and lower characteristics of the segmentation details.
With the addition of stacked segmentation, the data can be enriched. They are three specific factors
that focus on the behavioral patterns of the customer base. The RFM based segmentation looks at
customer past behavior by using historic values and identifies purchasing patterns with distinct needs
of customers to perform appropriate marketing tactics while addressing them. It reflects the high-level
depiction of customers and an efficient way to interpret results. [10]

The algorithm makes an extensive understanding by analyzing some quantifiable factors of customers.
This illustrates that the more recent the customer purchase is the more responsive promotions are. The
more frequent the customer purchase is the more engage and satisfy they are. The more monetary the
customer purchase is the heavier differentiable spenders are. Segmentation is a data-driven technique
that continuously improves customer engagement and retention on the website. But this kind of
segmentation looks only at three specific factors which means the method excludes other parameters
that are more or equally important. The process lookout only at the past behavior of the customer
which may or may not effectively reveals future activities, responses, and preferences. [11-13]

3. Customer Segmentation

Customer Segmentation is an approach of distinguishing a target market down into appropriate
segments using relevant parameters and modeling. It aids marketers and advertisers in formulating
better messages and strategies to advertise their offerings. Businesses may present certain
characteristics forward and drop others by learning about each segment and how they use the product.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of Customer Segmentation

The research work carries out different segment techniques from historic to future prediction:

3.1Data Segmentation using pattern discovery model

The data Segmentation method is used for grouping or dividing similar kinds of data together, based
on the chosen parameters, this makes data be used more effectively for further operations. In the
pattern discovery model, Recency, Frequency and, Monetary segmentation is done to estimate the
historical values for better future prediction. The RFM score is generated to identify a group of
customers that requires special treatments. The only drawback of this kind of segmentation is that it
looks at customer past buying behavior that may or may not accurately indicate future preferences,
activities, and responses. To overcome this drawback, the research model focuses on more advanced
classification algorithms which are based on predictive analysis for predicting future customer
behavior. An ideal example of this segmentation is a customer with a five score of recency means the
most recent customer, a customer with a five score of frequency means the customer is in the group of
most frequent buyers, and a customer who gets five scores for monetary means most valuable
customer. [14]
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The RFM customers are categories as:

 Best Customers: These are the customers who have recently made a purchase and are more often
with the highest spending score. These types of customers are a prime source of profit. This
segment might be regular kind of customers on the website and they are convinced by the
provided facilities.

 Loyal Customers: The customers who buy more frequently are loyal customers. If this segment
attends special treatment, then they can be converted very easily to prime members. This
segment should be targeted effectively as can’t afford to lose loyal customers.

 Big Spenders: These are the customers who spend the most. They can buy expensive models so
upselling product bundling can be applied effectively to this particular segment.

 Almost Lost: The customers who have spent the most and have purchased frequently, haven’t
purchased for some time. This segment is a prime target as this type of customer has the
potential to spend money.

 Lost Customers: To bring these customers back, some effective try can be made like adding
features and new facilities so this segment gets attract towards it and can have their needs, wants,
and preferences.

 VVIP Customers: This is the most important segment of customers who are big spenders, loyal
as frequent and best as recent.

3.2 Geographic Segmentation

In this type of segmentation, customers are targeted using their location, and the popularity of the
product is localized equally. Using geographic, hot items popular in that area are targeted to specific
customers locally.

3.3Customer Lifetime Value

The prediction of net value attributed to a whole future relationship with the customer is CLV. This
segment is important as the company invest in new customers which uses the COCA model, cost of
customer acquisition, and their lifetime value., then the customer is judged to be profitable as the
customer becomes promotor through word of mouth as well as distributor being existing and repeat
customer. [15]
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3.4Product Bundling Opportunities

A product recommendation channel that provides strategies of cross-selling and upselling a customer.
To generate a huge revenue these marketing tactics are best suited.

4. Dataset

An online e-commerce dataset is used. The size of the dataset is 120.3 mb. The dataset has information
of above 100k orders from 2016 to 2018 and 54 attributes are present in it.

Table 1: Dataset Attributes Description

Attribute Name Description

Customer information Describes customer id, customer unique id, customer zip code prefix,

customer city and customer state.

Order database information Describes customer order id, order status, order purchase time, order approve

at, order delivery carrier, order delivered customer date, order estimated

delivery date.

Product dataset information Describes product id, product category name, product dimensions.

Order review dataset

information

Describes review id, order id, review score, review comment title, review

comment message, review creation date and review answer timestamp.

Item description Describes specifications of particular item.

Product Quantity Describes quantity of selected product.

Order payment dataset

information

Describes order id, payment sequential, payment type (in three forms: credit

card, cash on delivery and voucher), payment instalments and payment value.

Geolocation dataset Describes geolocation zip code prefix, geolocation latitude, geolocation

longitude, geolocation city and geolocation state.

Seller dataset information Describes seller id, seller zip code prefix, seller city and seller state.

Product category Describes category of the product.

5. Feature Engineering

The feature engineering process is conducted to make data more relevant. The data is the foundation of
customer segmentation so it becomes mandatory to gather proper data before any other process. The
gathered data must be clean, complete, and accurate to make the process useful and reliable. The
dataset follows four pre-processing steps: data cleaning, data integration, data transformation, and data
segmentation.
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Table 2: Pre-processing phase of Data

Process Description

Data Cleaning In this phase, the noisy and missing values have been removed from the dataset.

Data Integration In this phase, applying merge and drop operations like a customer transaction table

which consists all transactions of each customers and a demographic table which

consists of customer id. The information in these table is merged to meet the

requirements collectively.

Data Transformation In this phase, new attribute has been constructed like the purchase number of

individual customers have been aggregated for the construction of RFM model.

Data Segmentation In this phase, pivot table analysis is done in order to calculate recency, frequency and

monetary value of customers for making an historic value useful for future prediction.

6. Data Segmentation

The data segmentation helps in collecting insights of customer patterns which identifies a segment of
customers that requires special treatments. The RFM pattern discovery model performed on customer
data determines segments of customers and appropriate marketing action for segments. The process
measures the historic behavioral pattern of a customer by focusing on three specific factors and results
in analysis to perform different marketing tactics to address customers in a defined way.

Table 3: Data Segmentation on customer id for Pattern Discovery to segment customers

7. Classification Algorithm

In data science, Classification algorithm plays a fundamental role. Classification is used to analyses
pre-set categories of training dataset by predictive calculations of the pattern.
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Depending on the dataset, I chose four classification algorithms for performance analysis on the
dataset.

 Logistic Regression: The aim to choose logistic regression, is for predicting a binary outcome, and
individually independent variables are analyzed for predefined categories.

 K-Nearest Neighbor: It is well used for pattern recognition by using a training dataset to find the
closest relatives in future samples.

 Extreme Gradient Boosting: A multi-class classifier for predicting non-identical touchpoints based
on customer profile.

 Support Vector Machine: Based on polarity, training the dataset is performed. Hyper-plane is used
for the best separation of tags. The main aim to used SVM is that it provides more accurate
prediction results when the dataset is much more complex.

The dataset is categorized into binary classification containing classes of new and existing customers:

Figure 2: Graph of Usertype Classification classes

8. Research Methodology Design

The working flow of research methodology is described as: The model collects the data of an
e-commerce website to perform segmentation. The data is categorized into new customers and existing
customers to enhance the personalized system for customers with special treatment of offers.

The recommendation engine follows item-to-item collaborative filtering approaching every customer
is unique and has customer preferences based on product features. Effective segmentation will help to
identify identical and differentiated customers. If the segmentation is well categorized, customers of
each segment having similar attitudes, interests, and behavior which defines customer purchasing
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patterns, and they will respond similarly to strategies of marketing like pricing, sales, and promotions.
Proper segmentation will be developed insights inform to the strategic road map which intends to take
benefit of profit-driving opportunities with each segment of customers. This could shorten the
customer purchase cycle, building customer loyalty, driving higher spend, lowering service, or
deepening cross-product and up-selling penetration and support costs. This model works from mining
customer data to define proper and useful strategies and to make a personalized recommendation
engine for channeling promotions and maximizing profits will helps for sustaining in a competitive
environment. The research is evolved to find customer purchasing patterns as a result to predict and
recommend segments, the optimum combinations of products that are close to their buying behavior.

Figure 3: Working Flow of Proposed Methodology

9. Optimised Classification

The research study builds an optimized classification technique for performance optimization of
customer e-commerce engagement. Initially, the dataset is passed on k-fold cross-validation technique
for splitting into training and testing dataset. The size of the fold is five, as it is the most appropriate
number for training and testing large datasets of 100k records. The performance of these five-folds is
estimated to aggregated the overall result. Cross-validation is an effective test of the model. This
model validation technique tests the model against over-fitting, under-fitting, and how the model will
process as an independent dataset, that logic is imagined.

The technique will make the machine learning classification algorithms train the model on the training
fold and monitor the model on the validation fold. The procedure follows training fold data and
training fold labels into an optimizer hyperparameter value, which is an automated tuning for the
model. This makes the model a learning algorithm and a robust model is predicated as an outcome.
The hyper-optimizer will be used to fine-tune the parameters that work best for the algorithm. This
will result in the effective accuracy of the classifier.
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The hyper-optimizer learning model and validation fold data are together tested against prediction and
validation fold labels to gain effective performance of the model. The process will emerge to boost up
the performance of model estimators towards the datasets. To achieve a balance performance and the
best fit classifier these augmented optimized classifications will help.

The research optimizes classification algorithm:

Figure 4: K-Fold Cross Validation Performance Analysis of Models

Figure 5: Learning Algorithm for Best Model

The above figure shows the visualization of the learning step in the algorithm. The learning algorithm
is checked against the performance each time to find out the most suitable hyperparameter values.
Training data and Training labels together are taken to fed to the learning algorithm to build an
optimized model. Each time different combinations and different metrics are taken to choose which
hyperparameters are more appropriate for the model in return to achieve high efficiency.
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The flow diagram of the research optimization algorithm is as follows:

Figure 6: The Optimised Classification Algorithm

The results of the best fit classifier will be analyzed based on the performance matrix by measuring
accuracy, precision, recall, f1-measure, roc score, and log-loss values.

10. Best Fit Optimise Classifier

Performance Analysis has been performed on chosen algorithms. The most effective performance
being measured is performed by extreme gradient boosting on the dataset. Further, XGB is taken for
performing the learning algorithm of the research.

Table 4: Extreme Gradient Boosting Classification Error & Log loss Train-Test Graph
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The research algorithm on the model performs various modeling by executing different optimizing
groups on the training and testing dataset and also by calculating actual test log loss. The learning step
is executed several times with different values to predict the best outcome. The training and testing
phase is used to determine when to stop the model so that it does not overfit. Overfitting will make the
model study training data to such an extent that it negatively affects the performance of a model on the
testing dataset. The model is early stopping for validation log loss. The lower the validation log loss,
the better predictions are made. The testing log loss is an important classification metric for the
prediction rate of the model. The testing log loss has been executed for consequent iterations and
specifying a performance threshold that the model must beat.

Table 5: Threshold and Best Hyperparameter Values of Learning Algorithm

Threshold and Best Hyperparameter

Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.000, n=15, Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.010, n=14, Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.019, n=13, Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.025, n=12, Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.025, n=11, Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.029, n=10, Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.034, n=9, Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.035, n=8, Accuracy: 83.33%

Thresh=0.042, n=7, Accuracy: 88.89%

Thresh=0.046, n=6, Accuracy: 83.33%

Thresh=0.055, n=5, Accuracy: 83.33%

Thresh=0.057, n=4, Accuracy: 77.78%

Thresh=0.108, n=3, Accuracy: 77.78%

Thresh=0.135, n=2, Accuracy: 77.78%

Thresh=0.378, n=1, Accuracy: 77.78%

Best hyperparameter:

'max_depth': 1,

'min_child_weight': 4,

'eta': 0.3, 'subsample': 0.8,

'colsample_bytree': 0.1,

'objective': 'binary: logistic’,

'n_estimators': 50,

'learning_rate': 0.12,

'eval_metric': 'logloss'

Threshold gives the effectiveness of a model since it presents a test of a prediction's accuracy or
ambiguity. It also introduces finer granularity than simply forecasting the interpretable class mark. The
best hyperparameter on the model is max depth, min child weight, eta, subsample, col-sample by tree,
objective, subsample, n-estimators, learning rate, and evaluation metric. The ROC curve and precision
vs. recall graph of different trials of Extreme Gradient Boosting is shown below:
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Table 6: Classification Metrics of ROC Curve and Precision-Recall Graph of XGB on different trails

Trials ROC Curve Precision VS. Recall

XGBoost with

0 trails

XGBoost after

10 trails

XGBoost after

50 trails

11. Recommendation Engine

The personalized recommendation uses item-based collaborative filtering that creates a user's
recommendation list by matching each of the user's purchase and rating products to similar products,
based on cosine similarity measure. The recommendation also considers geographic parameters to
recommend a product based on popular items in different locality based on zip codes, enhancing
geographic segmentation. The personalized recommendation uses implicit feedback in the form of
customer past purchases and explicit feedback in the form of product review rating, present on the
dataset, which results in an optimum combination of products that are close to customer buying
behavior.
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The user interface of product recommendation generates a list of combination of products based on
customer id:

Figure 7: User Interface of Product Recommendation on Customer id

Figure 8: Optimum combination of product for particular customer id

12. Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the model, a classification report measure is used. The four
classification algorithms using the cross-validation method are tested on the dataset, for performance
analysis. Extreme Gradient Boosting works well on the dataset and hence, undergoes the process of
optimizing the algorithm. After the learning step of the optimization algorithm, the model undergoes
several trials to avoid overfitting and resulting in a more robust and efficient algorithm.
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Table 7: Performance Analysis of Classification Algorithm

Classifier Performance

K-Nearest Neighbour 67.58%

Support Vector Machine 65.93%

Extreme Gradient Boosting 75.23%

Logistic Regression 71.34%

Table 8: Performance Analysis of Optimisation Algorithm Extreme Gradient Boosting with different trails

Train_

score

Test_

score

Overfitting ROC

Area

Precision Recall F1-score

Extreme Gradient Boosting

with 0 trails

0.733 0.795 True 0.872634 0.790698 0.752941 0.795322

Extreme Gradient Boosting

after 10 trails

0.728 0.717 True 0.859079 0.666667 0.776471 0.717391

Extreme Gradient Boosting

after 50 trails

0.983 0.898 False 0.874680 0.879101 0.8 0.895632

The design of research analyses product and customer behavior analysis to build customer profitability
model which deals with rating review and product pricing to provide minimum pricing based on
purchase behavior and efficient cross-selling and up-selling opportunities.

Figure 9: Product & Customer Behaviour Analysis of sales by month and day

Figure 10: Product & Customer Behavior Analysis of ratings by month and day
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Figure 11: Product & Customer Behaviour Analysis on purchase pattern

Conclusion

The research analyses customer’s purchase behavior using data segmentation modeling to identify products

that are purchased together & build product bundling opportunities using machine learning by predicting

customer lifetime value against performance analysis of several classification algorithms and performing

optimization model on the best fit classifier. The optimized algorithm along with customer segmentation

performed on a personalized recommendation engine to recommend products.

Future Scope

As customer segmentation is a vast domain of the online business industry, more strategies can be
performed on customer buying behavior. In the future, if dataset is made available that differentiates
customers by their economic value, the scope of this research can be extended to meet value-based
segmentation by grouping customers on same value level to distinctly target individual segments.
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